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ABSTRACT
The quest to develop a Big Data Driven Decision Making framework to support the incorporation of big data
analytics into the decision-making process resulted in the development of a decision making model. The study was
conducted within the banking sector of South Africa, with participants from three leading South African banking
institutions. The conducted research followed the design science research process of awareness, suggestion,
development, evaluation and conclusion.
This study developed a theoretical Big Data Driven Decision Making model which illustrates the decisionmaking process in banking using big data. The study further determined the organizational supports that need
to be in place to support the big data analytics decision-making process.
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INTRODUCTION

Fast paced technology advancements have reshaped organizations over the years and have
challenged these organizations to keep up with the changes. One such technology trend that
has emerged is the use of big data analytics with the potential to enhance knowledge within an
organization (Ishwarappa & Anuradha, 2015). Decision-making regarding big data analytics
within organizations ultimately influences innovation within organizations. Many organizations are unsure of how to proceed with this innovation in order to embrace all of the possibilities. An investigation into existing big data analytics business models only yielded the
Gartner’s Business Analytics Framework. This framework defines
the people, processes and platforms that need to be integrated and aligned to
take a more strategic approach to business intelligence, analytics and performance.
(Chandler et al., 2011)
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The framework does not identify organizational supports and guidelines that need to be in
place for the incorporation of big data analytics into managerial decision-making.
Big data is a collection of large, complex sets of data which includes data from social media
and real-time system records (Ishwarappa & Anuradha, 2015). The big data analytics era has
introduced new methods for extracting and analyzing information in order to gain insights
into the organizations, customers and business processes (Xu et al., 2016). Big data was used
to highlight the challenges that the visualization of data would mean in the computing world.
It was then defined for its volume, velocity, and variety of information which meant that
sophisticated software had to be designed in order to handle the data. At the beginning of
2009, big data analytics became revolutionary and signaled new opportunities for business
intelligence. Researchers began to predict that data collected will shift from structured to
unstructured (Wang et al., 2018).
Big data analytics can help organizations make better and faster decisions. There is an opportunity to supplement the current managers’ intuitive and experienced based decisions with
data driven insights. There is a need for managers to better incorporate big data analytics into
the decision-making process. In order for managers to better make use of big data analytics,
they must first understand what the decision-making process looks like with big data analytics.
They also need to understand what organizational supports need to be in place to support the
big data analytics decision-making process.

1.1

Big Data Analytics in Banking

Decision makers within organizations rely on the quality, relevance and validity of the information when making key organizational decisions. Data storage technology and data gathering
techniques have progressively improved. This innovative environment has created a new era
for various sectors especially the banking sector. Banks have the opportunity to improve their
customer information, products, risk measurement and market expectations. Banking institutions have embraced analytics but turning the analytical insights into business outcomes has
been a challenge. Big data analytics success requires business adoption and change management. In 2018, only 7% of banks in the EMEA (Europe, Middle East & Africa) region had
attained complete incorporation of important analytics use cases. Only 15% of banks in the
EMEA region think that the management relies on analytics to make decisions. There is 20%
of staff in EMEA banks that believe their management can be convinced by big data analytical
insights that go against their original belief. Half of the management in the surveyed banks in
the EMEA region, responded positively to the value that analytics offers their institution with
only 25% effectively communicating how operational capacity can be improved (Naveira et
al., 2018).
Many banking and other organizations are focusing on the development of tools that enable the storing and processing of these large volumes of structured and unstructured data.
Organizations thereafter invest time and financial resources to enable their staff to use these
tools. There is a gap in the research that there is not much attention placed on managers who
https://doi.org/10.18489/sacj.v33i2.928
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use these progressive tools that generate smarter information. There is no process or system
to monitor the impact of this on the organizations’ decision-making cycle. Furthermore, there
are no models, guidelines or frameworks to assist managers in incorporating big data analytics
to support their decision-making.
The purpose of this study was to develop a model that can be used to assist managers in
incorporating big data analytics into decision-making in the banking sector. The development
of the model entailed establishing a set of criteria for the selection of an existing decisionmaking model that supports the incorporation of big data analytics, establishing the content
of a decision-making model that includes big data analytics and developing an organizational
supports model that can be used in conjunction with a decision-making model to promote the
facilitation of big data analytics for decision-making in banking.

2

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

The fundamental theories and models used for the development of the Big Data Driven DecisionMaking models include Capgemini’s Big Data Maturity model, Simon’s decision-making model
and the data pyramid.

2.1

Capgemini’s Big Data Maturity Model

The level at which an institution has adopted big data analytics can be described using the
Capgemini’s Big Data Maturity model – outlined in Table 1. This model defines three levels of
big data maturity: beginner, proficient and expert. The model rates each level against four categories: culture, capabilities and operating model, data and technology. Organizations within
the banking sector can move to a higher level of maturity by possibly hiring and training the
right analytics staff with continuous upskill options to stay abreast of new developments in big
data analytics tools and techniques. Further to this, decision-making staff within the organization should also be trained on the use of analytics so their reliance on specialized analytics
staff is diminished thereby enhancing the decision-making process (Capgemini, 2014).

https://doi.org/10.18489/sacj.v33i2.928
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Table 1: Roadmap to building analytics maturity (Capgemini, 2014)

Culture

Capabilities and
operating model

Data

Beginner
Preliminary analytics
strategy, but little buy-in
from leadership
Pockets of reporting and
analysis capability

Level of maturity
Proficient
Analytics used to
understand issues,
develop data-based
options across the
business
Well-defined recruitment
process to attract
analytics talent

Dispersed talent

Budget for analytics training

No defined data
infrastructure

Data available for
existing and potential
customers

Conflicting, informal and
dispersed data

Most data are still
unstructured and
internal
Use of some statistical
and forecasting tools

Technology

Poor data governance

Sample applications of
customer data analytics

Basic data reporting
using mainly
spreadsheet-based tools
Mass/random targeting
of customers to increase
product profitability
using basic product
eligibility criteria

Coherent procedures for
data management
Basic profiling of
customer base with
customized analysis on
drivers of purchase of
each product
individually

Expert
Full executive
sponsorship of analytics

Analytics Centre of
Excellence to promote
best practices
Strategic partnerships
for supplementary
analytics skills
Internal, external and
social media data is
merged to build an
integrated and
structured dataset

Established, robust
master data management
framework for
structured and
unstructured data sets

Analysing customer
behaviour across
channels to predict
interest areas;
developing personalized
products and services

https://doi.org/10.18489/sacj.v33i2.928
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Simon’s Decision-Making Model

Herbert Simon’s (1979) decision-making model as depicted in Figure 1, forms the basis of
many decision-making models and has proven to stand the test of time. Simon’s model depicts
the decision-making process as either a linear or iterative flow of steps. At any point in the
process, the decision maker may choose to revisit a previous step for further refinement. The
phases of Simon’s decision-making model are - Intelligence: the problem or opportunity is
identified and relevant information is thereafter gathered. This is a time consuming, critical
stage because the decision emanates from the information. The decision can only be as good
as the information gathered; Design: several possible solutions for the problem or approaches
to capitalize on an opportunity are developed. This phase includes intense research into the
different available options; Choice: this phase evaluates the alternatives outlined in the design
phase. The end result is a chosen option for implementation; and Implementation: the chosen
option is implemented. If the chosen option is unsuccessful, then the decision-making process
starts again at Intelligence or alternatively, the Design and Choice phases are revisited (Simon,
1979)

Scan the environment and
identify problems and/or
opportunities
Develop alternatives solutions
and test them for feasibility

Choose the best solution from
the alternatives -- decide

Put the decision to effect and
monitor the results
Figure 1: Sim n Deci i n-making Model [20]

Figure 1: Simon’s Decision-Making Model
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Data Pyramid / Wisdom Hierarchy

The wisdom hierarchy as depicted in Figure 2, starts at data, progressing to information, then
knowledge and finally wisdom. Data is seen as the initial building block which can be categorized and corrected to become information. Likewise, information can be compared or
connected to become knowledge and lastly wiser decisions can thereafter be made (Rowley,
2007). The importance of the generation of suitable knowledge being input into the decisionmaking process is known. The theoretical BDDDM model shows how the steps involved in
decision-making process correspond to the wisdom hierarchy. It references the wisdom hierarchy from data to information to knowledge to wisdom. The wisdom level is able to be
achieved due to big data analytics enabling action oriented automatic decisions and the ability to measure efficiency using tracking analytics.

Figure 2: Wisdom Hierarchy [19]Figure 2: Wisdom Hierarchy (Rowley, 2007)

3

METHODOLOGY

The design science research methodology as outlined by Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2011) was
followed for this research. A convenience sample was used for the study that included three
of the five major banking institutions in South Africa. One interview and two questionnaires
https://doi.org/10.18489/sacj.v33i2.928
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were administered for this research. In total six participants, two from each sampled institution
were interviewed and surveyed. The participants were the Chief Information Officers (Chief
Information Technology Officers) and another senior member of staff. A letter was sent to
the Chief Information Officers of the selected banks, requesting their participation together
with the participation of another senior member of their team. The senior staff members that
participated were selected by the Chief Information Officers themselves.
The Big Data Driven Decision Making (BDDDM) framework was developed via three iterations with the findings from one of the iterations adding value to the next development
iteration. The design research strategy as implemented by this research project is outlined
below:
Cycle 1 was to be aware of, suggest and develop the theoretical model for big data driven
decision-making for banking. This was achieved through a literature review and insight
gained from interviews. The theoretical model provided the foundation for the next
core development cycle and represented the development of the first construct for the
Big Data-Driven Decision-Making (BDDDM) framework. The theoretical DDDM model
was used as a base to construct the theoretical BDDDM model.
Cycle 2 was to be aware of, suggest and develop the organizational supports for big data
driven decision-making for banking. This was achieved through a literature review and
analysis of the questionnaire and interview data. The organizational supports model
provided the input for the next core development cycle and represented the development
of the second construct for the BDDDM framework.
Cycle 3 was to be aware of, suggest and develop the management guideline structure for the
use of big data in decision-making. This cycle is not included in this paper.
The development phase was followed by the testing of the presented theoretical BDDDM model
and guidelines by means of a proof of concept. The assessment of the practicality or usability,
reliability, and efficiency was conducted by administering a test questionnaire to the participants from the three cases.
This paper will only detail the findings of cycle 1 and cycle 2, which resulted in the theoretical and organizational supports model for Big Data Driven Decision Making Model.

4

DATA COLLECTION

The data collection techniques used to establish a set of criteria for the selection of a base
decision-making model (for cycle 1) that supports the incorporation of big data analytics was
conducted by surveying the literature for managerial and data-driven decision-making models.
The sample of the decision-making models was managerial or data driven due to the nature
of the research being undertaken which is the development of managerial guidelines in a big
data environment.
https://doi.org/10.18489/sacj.v33i2.928
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The data collection techniques used to establish the content of a decision-making model
and the necessary organizational supports included literature review, structured questionnaire
and semi-structured interview.
Purposive non-probability research sampling was used. Purposive sampling is based on
using one’s judgment to select cases that will enable the research objectives to be met. It is
often used when working with small samples. This research project selected three banking
institutions where participants were administered questionnaires and interviewed. The three
chosen banking institutions are on the top five biggest banks in South Africa list (Smith, 2017).
South Africa has five big banking institutions whose rating is based on the number of South
African banking customers. The research population for this research study is the top five
South African banking institutions. The reason that this was chosen as the research population
– the more established institutions are likely to be market leaders and have the necessary
infrastructure to adopt the latest market trends like big data. The sample size for this research
project was three institutions of a sample population of five. The number of respondents from
each sample institution was small due to the nature of the information that was gathered
together with the high-profile positions of the personnel that were interviewed. Sampled
personnel included executive and senior information officers from the chosen institutions.

5

DATA ANALYSIS

5.1

Cycle 1 data analysis

The data analysis to determine a suitable model to adapt for big data analytics decision-making
was carried out by comparing the various decision-making models according to the criteria that
was determined by a Systematic Literature Review (SLR). The SLR established selection criteria
were: focus on quality, incorporates decision support system technology, focus on meaningful
insights, staff data literacy in an organizational environment, incorporates evaluation, incorporates the core phases of decision-making (intelligence, Design, Choice and Implementation),
and focus on big data. The Data Driven Decision Making (DDDM) model was the most suitable decision-making model for adaptation. Figure 3 depicts the DDDM model. Although this
data driven decision-making model originated in the education sector, the translation of this
model to incorporate big data is seamless as it best fits the identified criteria. The key criteria
is illustrated by the blocks with italic font—this was added on the original DDDM model in
order to demonstrate the suitability of the model.
The theoretical Big Data Driven Decision Making (BDDDM) Model was created using exploratory data analysis. The process of adapting the theoretical DDDM model to the theoretical
BDDDM model followed four steps:
1. illustrate how the phases of Simon’s decision-making model maps to the different steps
of big data analytics,
2. re-map the levels of the wisdom hierarchy to the steps for the analysis of big data,
https://doi.org/10.18489/sacj.v33i2.928
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Focus on
meaningful
insights

Incorporates core
decision making
phases
Figure 3: Theoretical Model for Data-Driven Decision Making [14:7]

Figure 3: Theoretical Model for Data-Driven Decision Making (Goldenburg, 2017; Mandinach et al.,
2006)

3. map the different levels of decision-making in the banking sector, and
4. explain the role of technology tools from the perspective of big data analytics.

5.2

Cycle 2 data analysis

The BDDDM Organizational Supports was also created using exploratory data analysis. This
model was formed by identifying the organizational supports necessary for big data and thereafter identifying the corresponding steps for the organizational supports.

6
6.1

RESEARCH FINDINGS
Cycle 1 Research Findings

The shortlisted decision-making models were assessed against the criteria to determine that the
Data Driven Decision Making (DDDM) model was the most suitable for adaptation. The Data
Driven Decision Making Model met six of the seven established criteria. This model resonates
the best with the proposed research due to its focus on the role of data in the decision-making
process.

https://doi.org/10.18489/sacj.v33i2.928
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The objective for developing the theoretical BDDDM model was to demonstrate how decisionmaking works when big data analytics is incorporated into the decision-making process. Incorporating Simon’s Decision-Making model resulted in the addition of the intelligence, design,
choice and implementation phases. The decision-making phases outlined in Simon’s decisionmaking model was incorporated into the newly created BDDDM model. The reason for the
inclusion is that Simon’s model is seen as a standard for decision-making models as many
decision-making models use this model as their base. It also serves to assist the decisionmaker to understand which phase of the decision-making cycle the different big data analysis
steps are positioned.
Thereafter the identified DDDM model shows how the steps involved in the decisionmaking process correspond to the wisdom hierarchy. It references the wisdom hierarchy from
data to information to knowledge. It does not reference the wisdom hierarchy up to the wisdom stage. The big data analytics use in artificial intelligence allows for the wisdom level of
the wisdom hierarchy to be referenced in the created BDDDM model. The wisdom level is able
to be achieved due to big data analytics enabling action oriented automatic decisions and the
ability to measure efficiency using tracking analytics.
The DDDM model illustrated the steps involved in the processing of data as it is being converted to knowledge. This set of steps were collect, organize, analyses, summarize, synthesize
and prioritize. The reason why these steps were changed in the newly created BDDDM model
was due to the steps involved in the processing of big data differing. The steps involved in the
analysis of big data are recording, acquisition, cleaning, extraction, integration, aggregation
and interpretation. The phases of Simon’s decision-making model are intelligence, design,
choice and implementation. The steps for the analysis of big data, the phases of Simon’s
decision-making model and the different levels of the wisdom hierarchy all come together in
the theoretical BDDDM model.
• Due to big data analytics enabling artificial intelligence, the decision can be made automatically within the system. Alternatively, the decision can be recommended and approved outside the system. This is the reason why choice from Simon’s decision-making
model can be both in and out of the system.
• The intelligence phase of Simon’s decision-making model corresponds with data and
information on the data pyramid and acquisition, recording, cleaning and extraction
phases of big data analysis.
• The different alternatives generated for each decision makes up the design phase of
Simon’s decision-making model and this corresponds to knowledge on the wisdom hierarchy. The corresponding big data analysis steps for design phase are aggregation and
integration.
• At the wisdom level, the corresponding big data analytics step is interpretation and this
can also be corresponded to the choice phase of Simon’s decision-making model.
https://doi.org/10.18489/sacj.v33i2.928
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Once a decision is taken and implemented, the results are fed back into the system to the
relevant phase or step. The implementation and impact part of the BDDDM model is the same
as that of DDDM except for the additional feedback loop to the Wisdom band of the data
pyramid.
The next step of creating a theoretical BDDDM model looked at the decision-making levels.
The created theoretical BDDDM model shows the different possible levels of decision-making
in banking being branch level, regional level and head office. The interviewees revealed that
decisions are taken at all three of these levels with decisions effected by big data only being
made at regional and head office level. The final step for the creation of the theoretical BDDDM
model involves technology tools. Technology tools are demonstrated as an arrow entering into
the BDDDM model as the tools facilitate the data entering into the banking system. Technology
tools assists big data decision-making as it brings in the raw data into the system. Some
technology tools have pre-processing functionality built in which already starts the big data
analysis process. Big data mining is not possible without the use of technology tools. Data
and technology are linked together with the data being entrenched into the technology and
is therefore regarded jointly. The type of data differs according to the type of technology and
there also exists different user groups of the organization who will use different technology
tools.
The theoretical BDDDM model is depicted in Figure 4 which illustrates the different steps
involved in the analysis of big data, how each step correlates to the wisdom hierarchy and
thereafter maps these two parts to Simon’s Decision-Making Model. The theoretical BDDDM
model was evaluated by the research participants against three objectives: the model clearly
demonstrates how decision-making will look if big data analytics were incorporated; the model
clearly illustrates how Simon’s decision-making model (i.e. intelligence, design, choice and
implementation) maps to the different steps of big data analytics; and the models clearly
demonstrates the different levels of decision-making that big data analytics should support in
the banking environment. Respondents conclusively agreed that all the outlined objectives
were successfully achieved. The theoretical BDDDM model outlined what big data driven
decision-making will look like by illustrating the big data analysis steps in relation to the
elements of data, information, knowledge and wisdom—this is the output from cycle 1.

6.2

Cycle 2 Research Findings

Cycle 2 of the study determined the organizational supports that need to be in place to support
the big data analytics decision-making process. This is a two-part process of identifying the organizational supports and identifying the corresponding steps for the organizational supports.
The organizational supports necessary for big data analytics decision-making in banking
were determined from the interview response and mapping the response to the literature. The
first discussion point of the semi-structured interview required the respondents to outline the
organizational supports that are necessary for the effective use of customer data to improve
customer service (sample use case used for the purpose of the interview) in banking. The
https://doi.org/10.18489/sacj.v33i2.928
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Figure 4: Theoretical
Data Driven
Decision
Making Decision
Model
Figure 4: Big
Theoretical
Big
Data Driven
Making Model

results were data-driven strategies, big data analytics organization structure, organizational
understanding of big data processes, market leading tools, focus on technology and talent
needed to support big data analytics culture. The six different organizational supports were
categorized into Capgemini’s Big Data Maturity organizational support categories of data, infrastructure, capabilities and operating model, and culture. The reason for the categorization
was to determine if the respondents identified categories that fit into the organizational support categories identified by Capgemini Big Data Maturity Model (Capgemini, 2014). The
Capgemini Big Data Maturity model is a model developed for the banking sector that helps
determine an organization’s level of big data maturity. This model also categorizes organizational supports for the banking sector. The feedback received from the respondents can be
grouped into the established categories as in Table 2. All responses were able to be logically
grouped into one of the existing categories so this confirms that the organizational supports
https://doi.org/10.18489/sacj.v33i2.928
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found in big data literature can be used for the BDDDM Organizational Supports model.
Table 2: Organisational Support Grouping according to Capgemini Categories
Organisational Support Grouping
Data
Infrastructure
Capabilities and operating model
Culture

Respondent grouping
1 – Data-driven strategies
4 – Market-leading tools
5 – Focus on the technology
2 – Big data analytics organisational structure
3 – Organisational understanding of big data processes
6 – Talent needed to support big data analytics culture

The identified organizational supports were further streamlined by combining Data and Infrastructure. The reason for the merge is that you cannot separate the data from the technology
with regard to big data analytics. The data and technology are inextricably linked as the choice
of technology determines the format and structure of the data. The final list of organizational
supports is Data and Technology, Capabilities and Operating Model, and Culture.
Part 2 of the organizational supports model is identifying the corresponding steps for the
organizational supports. In order to identify the corresponding steps that talk to the organizational supports, the steps in the analysis of big data were mapped to the relevant organizational
support. The three chronological and inter-reliant steps are outlined in Figure 5. It is also important to note that the Data and Technology organizational supports have been combined at
the process level. The reason for this is the interconnectedness of the two supports for the
purposes of gathering and storing the data. Figure 5 outlines the process with the identified
organizational support, its component parts and its’ relation to the steps in the analysis of big
data.
Organizational Support 1 -> Data and Technology
a. Data Acquisition and recording

b. Information Extraction and Cleaning

Organizational Support 2 -> Capabilities and Operating Model
a. Data Integration, Aggregation and
b. Query Processing, Data Modelling, and
Representation
Analysis

Organizational Support 3 -> Culture
Interpretation (using explicit knowledge)
Figure 5: Steps for the BDDDM Organizational Supports Model

Figure 5: Steps for the BDDDM Organizational Supports Model

The mapping process was done using the literature. The interviewees were also asked
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during the semi-structured interviews about how these processes work on the ground. The
relevant responses are listed below according to process and are discussed in relation to the
literature.
Organizational Support 1. From the interviews, it was established that the banking institutions make use of third-party organizations to collect some of their data. Banking
institutions do not have total control over the data collection methods. The institutions
do gather some of their own data. It was also determined that customer data containers
are decentralized with customer records for transactions, risk profiling and credit history,
and are managed by various units within the organization. South African Banks analyses
mostly structured voluminous data. The interview with key stakeholders revealed that
banks do not have entrenched mechanisms in place to deal with unstructured data. Important to note at this juncture that dealing with unstructured data is a key component
of working with big data.
Organizational Support 2. The interviewees from all the case studied institutions shared
the same sentiment that the necessary big data analytics skills with respect to available
big data analytics technology within their organizations are a challenge. The interviewees went as far as citing that the industry does not have sufficient or adequate big data
analytics capacity. The interviewees also stated the close working partnerships that have
been developed with external entities that assist banking institutions with their data analytics capacity. This process is responsible for conducting the analysis in order to create
the explicit knowledge that is vital to managerial decision-making within the organization. This process requires the identified decision maker’s knowledge requirements, use
of data and the relationship with the identified data variables.
Organizational Support 3. This process requires the explicit knowledge output from Organization Support process 2, to be used by the decision makers to inform or justify their
strategic and operational decisions. This is the last process of the BDDDM Organizational
Supports model for banking.
The identified organizational supports together with the associated steps are demonstrated in
Figure 6, BDDDM Organizational Supports model for banking—this is the output for cycle 2.

https://doi.org/10.18489/sacj.v33i2.928
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Organizational Supports

Capabilities &
Operating
Model

Data &
Technology

Culture

Organizational Supports

Figure 6: BDDDM Organizational Supports Model for Banking

Figure 6: BDDDM Organizational Supports Model for Banking
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How do the created constructs add value to the banking industry?

The theoretical model is a good tool to use for the dissemination of information regarding
what is involved in the big data decision-making process. Typical banking institutions have
a Design and Development unit (as was the case with all 3 cases for this study) that is a nucleus of the decision-making process. This unit will use the BDDDM model to disseminate how
decision-making in a modern financial institution that is dependent on technology works. This
unit will bring the decision-making stakeholders up to speed with the process of technological
big data decision-making. The foundational understanding of how big data decision-making
works ensures that all stakeholders have the same view of the structure of decision-making.
This knowledge can promote a common understanding thereby facilitating more streamlined
functioning of the operational teams. The theoretical BDDDM model can be used to demonstrate to non-technical banking staff (some managers) the internal workings of the big data
decision-making process. It can be used to determine bottlenecks in the decision-making process.
The organizational supports as identified in the BDDDM organizational supports model
need to be in place to ensure effective decision-making. Typically in banking institutions,
the Chief Information Officer (CIO) will delegate the responsibility for each organizational
support to the relevant unit. For example, the responsibility for the data and technology
will lie with the Information Security unit, the Capabilities and Operating support will be
in the System Development unit, and the Culture support will be with the CIO. The derived
organizational supports have to be constantly checked for validity. Sometimes the structure of
the organizational supports may remain the same as in the name, but the composition of the
structure may change due to technological advances or organizational culture change. So each
relevant unit will be awarded a check list to update every quarter to ensure the right actions are
being performed on or with the organizational support. The BDDDM organizational supports
model will assist the responsible banking unit to periodically assess the composition of the
organizational support to establish if any amendments are necessary.

7

CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS

The theoretical and organizational supports model together illustrate the Big Data Driven Decision Making Model. Both models are linked by the big data processing steps. The theoretical
model demonstrates how the big data decision making process works and the organizational
supports model demonstrates what supports need to be in place within the organization to
enable an efficient big data driven decision making process.
The following limitation must be taken into consideration when evaluating the creation of
the theoretical and organizational supports Big Data Driven Decision Making Models:
• This study did not include the specific types of technology used in the banking sector for
the processing of the big data. These technologies have a lot of processing ability which
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could have some impact on what the decision-making model would look like based on
the steps involved in big data processing.
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